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A roar of wind rattled every window in the garret and the rain lashed at the glass so 
fiercely it sounded as if someone had thrown a handful of pebbles at the side of the 
house.  The light filtering through the white gauze curtains was muted and dull, and 
Meg's first thought as she squinted her eyes open was that the storm must have 
raged all night without letting up.  Judging by the wind and the rain, they were in for 
another dark, damp day on Henry Island. 
 
She shivered and pulled the quilt up around her ears.  Damn, the house was 
freezing.  Had someone turned off the heat?  She rolled on her side to check the 
time on the alarm clock but the digital face was completely blank.  No wonder it 
was so cold in the house.  The storm must have knocked out the power during the 
night.  No power, no heat, no satellite.  Minnie was right – they needed to catch the 
first boat out of there. 
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Meg listened for other noises in the house, but there was only the sound of 
Minnie's rhythmic breathing.  She lay there for a moment, eyes squeezed shut 
against the encroaching daylight, and wondered if she should get up and tell 
someone about the power outage.   Eh, what could they do?  No point in leaving a 
warm bed.  She snuggled under her covers, hoping she'd drift back off to sleep.   
Except she had to pee.  Small bladder and too much beer.  She swung her legs over 
the bed and tested her toes on the frigid floor, silently cursing her decision not to 
pack slippers.  With the giant comforter wrapped around her, Meg tiptoed across 
the garret and down the stairs.   
 
There was a slight breeze in the open stairwell of the tower that sent a chill racing 
down Meg's neck.  She hitched the comforter up over her head – sympathizing 
suddenly with Eskimos, mummies, and women in burkas – and quickened her pace.   
 
Pat, pat, pat.  The sound of her bare feet was distant and fuzzy as it permeated the 
layers of thick down wrapped around her head.  Her toes were so cold she could 
barely feel the smooth wood of the stairs, and the comforter cocoon was like 
having blinders on: she could only see a small oval right in front of her.  She moved 
as quickly as her bulky wrap would allow, praying she didn’t trip and send herself 
careening down the stairs or worse, over the railing.  That fall would certainly end in 
a broken neck. 
 
Why was she always thinking of the most morbid scenarios?  Sheesh.  Just go down 
to the bathroom then back to a warm, comfy bed.    
 
Pat, pat, pat.   
 
Creeeeeak. 
 
Meg paused.  Was that the stairs creaking?  It sounded like it came from 
somewhere above her.  Maybe the old house was straining against the storm?  She 
rounded a corner of the stairs and heard it again.   
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Creeeeeeak.  A shadow on the white wall of the tower caught her eye. There was 
something odd about it, something familiar and yet there shouldn’t be a shadow 
there at all.  The windows in the tower didn’t have any curtains, nothing to cast a 
shadow.  Meg started at it for a second and noticed the shadow was moving, 
swaying slowly from left to right. 
 
Creeeeeak. 
 
Meg froze, her eyes locked on the shadow.  The heavy form, oblong and 
amorphous except for the dangling appendages… 
 
Legs.  Holy crap, they were legs.   
 
Meg turned her head and came eye-to-eye with a face hanging in the stairwell.  The 
noose around the neck.  The purplish-blue hue to the skin.   
 
Meg opened her mouth and screamed. 

 


